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Abstract
We investigate the dynamics of a discrete-time predator-prey system. Firstly, we give
necessary and suﬃcient conditions of the existence and stability of the ﬁxed points.
Secondly, we show that the system undergoes a ﬂip bifurcation and a Neimark-Sacker
bifurcation by using center manifold theorem and bifurcation theory. Furthermore,
we present numerical simulations not only to show the consistence with our
theoretical analysis, but also to exhibit the complex but interesting dynamical
behaviors, such as the period-6, -11, -16, -18, -20, -21, -24, -27, and -37 orbits,
attracting invariant cycles, quasi-periodic orbits, nice chaotic behaviors, which appear
and disappear suddenly, coexisting chaotic attractors, etc. These results reveal far
richer dynamics of the discrete-time predator-prey system. Finally, we have stabilized
the chaotic orbits at an unstable ﬁxed point using the feedback control method.
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1 Introduction
It is well known that the Lotka-Volterra predator-prey model [, ] is one of the most
important population models. There are also many other predator-prey models of vari-
ous types that have been extensively investigated, and some of the relevant work may be
found in [–]. These researches dealing with speciﬁc interactions have mainly focused
on continuous predator-prey models with two variables. However, discrete-time mod-
els described are more reasonable than the continuous-time models when populations
have nonoverlapping generations. Moreover, using discrete-time models is more eﬃcient
for computation and numerical simulations []. For example, in [], the authors use the
forward Euler discrete scheme to obtain a discrete-time predator-prey system and prove
that the system undergoes ﬂip bifurcation and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation. Recently, the
complex dynamics of a discrete-time predator-prey system is investigated in []. By anal-
ysis it is proved that the discrete-time model has diﬀerent properties and structures com-
pared with the continuous one. Such systems discussed as discrete-time models can also
be found in [–] and references therein.
In this paper, we consider the following discrete-time predator-prey system:{
xn+ = axn( – xn) – bxnyn,
yn+ = –cyn + dxnyn,
()
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where x and y represent population densities of a prey and a predator, respectively, and
a, b, c, d are positive parameters. Here a represents the natural growth rate of the prey in
the absence of predators, b represents the eﬀect of predation on the prey, c represents the
natural death rate of the predator in the absence of prey, andd represents the eﬃciency and
propagation rate of the predator in the presence of prey. In [], the authors investigated
the discrete-time predator-prey system for c = , and they proved that there are ﬂip and
Hopf bifurcations and there exists a chaotic phenomenon in the sense of Marotto. In this
paper, we study system () for c = .
Motivation of this paper is to investigate system () in detail. Here we derive the condi-
tions of existence for ﬂip bifurcation and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation by using bifurcation
theory and the center manifold theorem [, ]. Numerical simulations are given to sup-
port the theoretical results and display new and interesting dynamical behaviors of the
system. More speciﬁcally, this paper presents the period-, -, -, -, -, -, -, -,
- orbits, attracting invariant cycles, quasi-periodic orbits, nice chaotic behaviors, which
appear and disappear suddenly, and the new nice types of six and nine coexisting chaotic
attractors. The computations of Lyapunov exponents conﬁrm the dynamical behaviors.
The results can be useful when the local and global stabilities in discrete-time predator-
prey systems are concerned.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section , we show the existence and stability of
ﬁxed points. In Section , the suﬃcient conditions for the existence of codimension-one
bifurcations, including ﬂip bifurcation and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation, are obtained. In
Section , numerical simulation results are presented to support the theoretical analysis,
and they exhibit new and rich dynamical behaviors. In Section , chaos is controlled to
an unstable ﬁxed point using the feedback control method. A brief conclusion is given in
Section .
2 Existence and stability of ﬁxed points
For system (), letting u¯ = x and v¯ = by, we obtain
{
u¯n+ = au¯n( – u¯n) – u¯nv¯n,
v¯n+ = –cv¯n + du¯nv¯n.
()
For simplicity, we will still use x and y instead of u¯ and v¯. Thus, system () can be rewritten
as
{
xn+ = axn( – xn) – xnyn,
yn+ = –cyn + dxnyn.
()
We focus ourselves on the dynamical behavior of system ().
It is easy to see that system () has one extinction ﬁxed point (, ), one exclusion ﬁxed




d ) for d >
a(+c)
a– and a > . Thus, (x∗, y∗) is the unique positive ﬁxed point of system ().
The following lemma conﬁrms the stability of ﬁxed points of system () under some
conditions.
Lemma . For the predator-prey system (), the following statements are true:
(i) (, ) is asymptotically stable if  < a, c < ;
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(ii) ( a–a , ) is asymptotically stable if  < a≤  and max{, a(c–)a– } < d < a(+c)a– ;
(iii) ( +cd ,
d(a–)–a(+c)
d ) is asymptotically stable if and only if one of the following conditions
holds:
(a)  < a≤ , c >  and a(+c)a– < d < a(+c)a– ;
(b)  < a≤ , c >  and a(+c)(+c)+a–c+ac < d < a(+c)a– ;
(c)  < a < ,  < c < –aa– and
a(+c)(+c)
+a–c+ac < d <
a(+c)
a– .
Proof (i) For the ﬁxed point (, ), the corresponding characteristic equation is λ – (a –
c)λ – ac = , and its roots are λ = a, λ = –c. Hence, (, ) is asymptotically stable when
 < a, c <  and is unstable when a >  or c > .
(ii) For the exclusion ﬁxed point ( a–a , ) when a > , linearizing system () about (
a–
a , ),
we have the coeﬃcient matrix
J =
(
 – a – a–a
 –c + d(a–)a
)
.
Clearly, J has characteristic roots λ = –a, λ = –c+ d(a–)a . Then |λi| <  (i = , ) if and
only if  < a <  and max{, a(c–)a– } < d < a(+c)a– .
We further will prove that when a = , the exclusion ﬁxed point ( a–a , ) is asymptotically
stable and when d = a(+c)a– , it is unstable by using center manifold theory.







( – a)u + –aa v – au – uv
d(a–)–ac
a v + duv
)
. ()






















































f˜ (X,Y ) = –X + ( + c) – c + dXY –
( + c)
( – c + d)Y
,
g˜(X,Y ) = dXY – d – c + dY
.
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By approximate computation, for the centermanifold, we obtain α˜ =  and β˜ = . Hence,
h(X) = , and on the center manifold Y = , the new map fˆ is given by




= –X – X.
Some computations show that the Schwarzian derivative of thismap atX =  is S(fˆ ()) =
– < . Hence, by [] the exclusion ﬁxed point ( a–a , ) is asymptotically stable.





















































where f˜(X,Y ) = –aX + a+ca–XY –
+c


















By approximate computation, for the center manifold, we obtain α˜ = – +ca(a–) and
β˜ = – (+c)(+a+c)a(a–) . Hence, h(Y ) = –
+c
a(a–)Y
 – (+c)(+a+c)a(a–) Y
 + O(|Y |), and on the center
manifold X = h(Y ), the new map fˆ is given by




= Y –  + ca – Y





Computations show that fˆ ′ () =  and fˆ ′′ () = –(+c)a– < . Hence, by [] the exclusion
ﬁxed point ( a–a , ) is unstable. More precisely, it is a semistable ﬁxed point from the right.
Therefore, ( a–a , ) is asymptotically stable when  < a≤  and max{, a(c–)a– } < d < a(+c)a– .
(iii) Finally, we consider the positive ﬁxed point (x∗, y∗) = ( +cd ,
d(a–)–a(+c)
d ) for d >
a(+c)
a–







d(a – ) – a( + c) 
)
,
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and the characteristic equation of the Jacobian matrix J∗ can be written as




λ + det J∗ = λ + a + ac – dd λ –
a( + c)( + c – d) + cd
d = . ()
According to the Jury conditions [], in order to ﬁnd the asymptotically stable region of
(x∗, y∗), we need to ﬁnd the region that satisﬁes the following conditions:
P∗() > , P∗(–) >  and det J∗ < .
Since
P∗() = –( + c)(a + ac + d – ad)d ,
P∗(–) = –a + ac + ac
 – d – ad + cd – acd
d , and
det J∗ = –a( + c)( + c – d) + cdd ,
from the relations P∗() > , P∗(–) > , and det J∗ <  we have that
 < a≤ , c > , a( + c)a –  < d <
a( + c)
a –  , or
 < a≤ , c > , a + ac + ac

 + a – c + ac < d <
a( + c)
a –  , or
 < a < ,  < c <  – aa –  ,
a + ac + ac
 + a – c + ac < d <
a( + c)
a –  .
This completes the proof of Lemma .. 
3 Bifurcations
In this section, we mainly focus on the ﬂip bifurcation and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation
of the positive ﬁxed point (x∗, y∗). We choose the parameter d as a bifurcation parameter
for analyzing the ﬂip bifurcation and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation of (x∗, y∗) by using the
center manifold theorem and bifurcation theory of [, ].
First, we have the following result on the ﬂip bifurcation of system ().
Theorem . System () undergoes a ﬂip bifurcation at (x∗, y∗) if the following conditions
are satisﬁed: c > , a > , a = +c+c , and d = a(+c)(+c)+a–c+ac .Moreover, if  < a < +c+c , then period-
points that bifurcate from this ﬁxed point are unstable.
Proof If d∗ = a(+c)(+c)+a–c+ac , then the eigenvalues of the ﬁxed point (x∗, y∗) are λ = – and λ =
–a+c–ac
+c . The condition |λ| =  leads to a = , +c+c . In addition, note that the existence of
the positive ﬁxed point is assured by the relation d > a(+c)a– (a > ), so we get a > . Hence,
we further assume that a >  and a = +c+c .
Let u = x – x∗, v = y – y∗, and d¯ = d – d∗. We consider the parameter d¯ as a new and
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where
f(u, d¯, v) = –au – uv,
f(u, d¯, v) =
a( + c)( + c)
 + a – c + ac uv +
(a – )
 + c ud¯ +
 + a – c + ac






















































F(X,μ,Y ) = –
( + c)( – c – c + a( + c))X
(a – )( + c)(a –  – c + ac) –
( + c)( + a – c + ac)XY
(a –  – c + ac)
– (a – )(a + c)( + c)
Y 
( + c)(a –  – c + ac) –
(a – )( + c)( + c)μ
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac)
– ( + c)
Xμ
a –  – c + ac –
(a – )( + c)( + c – a( + c))Yμ
( + c – c + a( + c) – a( + c))
– (a – )( + c)
( + c)Y μ
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac) –
( + c)( + c)XYμ
(a –  – c + ac)
– ( + c)( + c)
Xμ
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac) –
( + c)( + c)(a – c + ac)Xμ
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac)
– (a – )( + c)
( + c)( + a + c + ac)Yμ
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac)
– (a – )( + c)
( + c)μ
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac) ,
F(X,μ,Y ) =
( + c)X
(a – )( + c)(a –  – c + ac) +
(c( – c) + a( + c) + a( + c))XY
(a – )(a –  – c + ac)
+ ( + c)( + c + c
 – a( + c) + a( + c))Y 
( + c)(a –  – c + ac)
+ ( + c)
(a( + c) –  – c)Xμ
(a – )(– – c + c – a( + c) + a( + c))
+ (a – )( + c)( + c)
μ
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac) +
( + c)(a + c)Yμ
a –  – c + ac
+ ( + c)( + c)
Y μ
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac) +
( + c)XYμ
(a – )(a –  – c + ac)
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+ ( + c)
Xμ
(a – )(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac)
+ ( + c)
(a – c + ac)Xμ
(a – )(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac)
+ ( + c)( + c)
( + a + c + ac)Yμ
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac)
+ ( + c)( + c)
μ
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac) .
By the center manifold theorem we know that the stability of (X,Y ) = (, ) near μ = 
can be determined by studying a one-parameter family of maps on a center manifold,
which can be represented as follows:
Wc() =
{
(X,μ,Y ) ∈ R|Y = h∗(X,μ),h∗(, ) = ,Dh∗(, ) = }.
Assume that
h∗(X,μ) = αX + βXμ + γμ +O
((|X| + |μ|)).
By approximate computation for the center manifold, we obtain
α = ( + c)

(a – )( + c)(a –  – c + ac) ,
β = ( + c)
(a –  – c + ac)
(a – )( + a – c + ac)(a –  – c + ac) ,
γ = ( + c)

(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac) .
Thus, the map restricted to the center manifold is given by





( + c)( – c – c + a( + c))
(a – )( + c)(a –  – c + ac) ,
h = –
( + c)
a –  – c + ac ,
h = –
(a – )( + c)( + c)
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac) ,
h = –
( + c)( + a – c + ac)
(a – )( + c)(a –  – c + ac) ,
h = –
( + c)( + c)(– – c – c – c + a( + c) + a( + c + c + c))
( + a – c + ac)(a –  – c + ac) ,
h = ( + c)
(
 + c + c + c + c – c – a( + c)
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+ a( + c)
(
 – a – c – ac – c + ac + c – ac
))
/( + a – c + ac)(a –  – c + ac),
h = –
(a – )( + c + c)( + c – c + a( + c))
(a –  – c + ac)( + a – c + ac) .



























By a simple calculation we obtain
α = –
( + c)





( + c)(a( + c) – c(c – ))
(a – )( + c)(a –  – c + ac) =  for c > ,a >  and a =
 + c
 + c .
It is easy to check that if  < a < +c+c , then |λ| <  and α < . Thus, period- points that
bifurcate from this ﬁxed point are unstable.
This completes the proof of Theorem .. 
For Neimark-Sacker bifurcation, we have the following theorem.
Theorem. System ()undergoes aNeimark-Sacker bifurcation at the ﬁxed point (x∗, y∗)
if the following conditions are satisﬁed: c > ,  < a < , a = +c+c , +c+c , and d = d¯∗ = a(+c)a– .
Moreover, k < , and thus an attracting invariant closed curve bifurcates from the ﬁxed
point for d > d¯∗.
Proof The characteristic equation associated with the linearized system () at the ﬁxed
point (x∗(d), y∗(d)) is given by
λ + p(d)λ + q(d) = . ()
The eigenvalues of the characteristic equation () are given as
λ,(d) =
–p(d)± √p(d) – q(d)
 ,
where p(d) = c – a + (a – d)x∗ + y∗ and q(d) = –ac + a(c + d)x∗ – adx∗ + cy∗.
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The eigenvalues λ, are complex conjugates for p(d) – q(d) < , which leads to
d > a( + c) +
√
a(c + c) + a( + c)
(a – ) . ()
Let
d¯∗ = a( + c)a –  for  < a < . ()
We get q(d) =  and λ, = –a+c–ac(+c) ± i
√
(–a)(+c)(a––c+ac)
(+c) = ρ ± iω. Under condition (),
we have
∣∣λ,(d)∣∣ = (q(d))  and d = d|λ,(d)|dd
∣∣∣∣
d=d¯∗
= (a – )
( + c)
a( + c) = .
In addition, if p(d¯∗) = , , which leads to
a =  + c + c and a =
 + c
 + c ,
then we obtain that λn,(d¯∗) =  (n = , , , ).
































































( – a)( + c)(a –  – c + ac)
( + c) X
 –  + c – c
 – a( + c)
( + c) XY




( – a)( + c)(a –  – c + ac)
Y ,
F(X,Y ) = –
√
( – a)( + c)(a –  – c + ac)




Notice that () is exactly in the form on the center manifold in which the coeﬃcient k
[] is given by
k = –Re
[ ( – λ)λ¯
 – λ ξξ
]
–  |ξ|
 – |ξ| + Re(λ¯ξ),



























(FXXX + FXYY + FXXY + FYYY ) + i(FXXX + FXYY – FXXY – FYYY )
]
.
Thus, a complex calculation gives
k = – A(a – )( + c) <  for  < a < ,
where A =  + c+ c + c + a( + c) + a( + c)(c – c– ) – a( + c)(c – c– ) +
a( + c + c + c + c + c).
Thus the ﬁxed point (X,Y ) = (, ) is a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation point for the map
(). This completes the proof. 
4 Numerical simulations
In this section, numerical simulations are given, including bifurcation diagrams, Lyapunov
exponents, and fractal dimension and phase portraits, to illustrate the above theoretical
analysis and to show new and more complex dynamic behaviors in system ().








Lj if j < n,
n if j = n,
with L,L, . . . ,Ln being Lyapunov exponents, where j is the largest integer such that∑i=j
i= Li ≥  and
∑i=j+
i= Li < .
Our model is a two-dimensional map that has the fractal dimension of the form
dL =  +
L
|L| , where L >  > L and L + L < .
4.1 Numerical simulations for stability and bifurcations of ﬁxed points
We consider the following two cases.
Case . A bifurcation diagram of system () in (d,x) plane for . ≤ d ≤ . and a = .
with initial value (., .) is given in Figure (a). It shows that there is a ﬂip bifurcation
(labeled ‘P-D’) emerging from the ﬁxed point (., .) with d = ., α = .,
and α = –. < .
Case . A bifurcation diagram of system () in (d,x) plane is displayed in Figure (b) for
 ≤ d ≤  and a = . with initial value (., .). Figure (b) exhibits a Neimark-Sacker
bifurcation (labeled ‘NS’), which occurs at ﬁxed point (., .) and d = .
with d = . >  and k = –. < . Figures (a) and (b) show the correctness of
Theorems . and ..
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(a) (b)
Figure 1 Bifurcation diagrams for system (3). (a) Bifurcation diagram of system (3) in (d, x) plane for a = 3.5,
c = 0.2, d ∈ (1.4, 2.4), and the initial value (0.6, 0.3). (b) Bifurcation diagram of system (3) in (d, x) plane for
a = 2.5, c = 0.2, d ∈ (3, 5), and the initial value (0.3, 0.6).
4.2 Further numerical simulations for system (3)
In this subsection, new and interesting dynamical behaviors are investigated as the pa-
rameters vary.
The bifurcation diagrams in the two-dimensional plane are considered in the following
four cases:
(i) Varying d in the range ≤ d ≤ . and ﬁxing a = ., c = .;
(ii) Varying d in the range ≤ d ≤ . and ﬁxing a = ., c = .;
(iii) Varying d in the range .≤ d ≤ . and ﬁxing a = ., c = .;
(iv) Varying a in the range ≤ a≤ . and ﬁxing d = ., c = ..
Case (i). The bifurcation diagrams of system () in (d,x) plane and in (d, y) plane for
a = . and c = .with initial value (., .) are given in Figures (a) and (c), respectively,
which show the dynamical changes of the prey and predator as d varies. From Figures (a)
and (c) we can see that a Neimark-Sacker bifurcation emerges at d ∼ . and an attract-
ing invariant cycle bifurcates from the ﬁxed point since k = –. and d = .
by Theorem .. We also observe the period-, -, -, - windows within the chaotic
regions and boundary crisis at d = .. The phase portraits corresponding to Figure (a)
are shown in Figures (d)-(f ) for showing eleven- and six-coexisting chaotic attractors at
d = . and . and a chaotic attractor at d = .. The maximum Lyapunov exponents
corresponding to Figure (a) are computed in Figure (b). When d = ., the maximum
Lyapunov exponent is . > , which conﬁrms the existence of the chaotic sets.
Case (ii). The bifurcation diagram of system () in (d,x) plane for a = . and c = . with
initial value (., .) is disposed in Figure (a). ThemaximumLyapunov exponents corre-
sponding to Figure (a) are calculated in Figure (b), conﬁrming the existences of chaotic
regions and period orbits as the parameter d varying. Figures (a) and (b) clearly depict
two onsets of chaos at d =  and d ∼ ., respectively, which are the crisis. The nonat-
tracting chaotic set at d = . and chaotic attractor at d = . are shown in Figures (e)
and (f ), respectively. Figure (c) is the bifurcation diagram in (d, y) for a = . and c = .,
which shows the dynamical changes of the predator as d varies. Comparing Figures (a)
and (c), we see that there are similar dynamics for d ∈ (, .), but when the prey is in
chaotic dynamic for d ∈ (, ), the predator tends to extinct (we also can see phase por-
trait Figure (d)).
Case (iii). The bifurcation diagramof system () in (d,x) plane for a = . and c = .with
initial value (., .) is shown in Figure (a). Figures (d) and (e) show the local ampliﬁ-
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f )
Figure 2 Bifurcation diagrams, maximum Lyapunov exponent, and phase portraits for system (3).
(a) Bifurcation diagram of system (3) in (d, x) plane for a = 3.4 and c = 0.2. (b)Maximum Lyapunov exponents
corresponding to (a). (c) Bifurcation diagram in (d, y) plane for a = 3.4 and c = 0.2. (d)-(f) Phase portraits for
d = 3.58, 3.72, 3.8.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f )
Figure 3 Bifurcation diagrams, maximum Lyapunov exponent, and phase portraits for system (3).
(a) Bifurcation diagram in (d, x) plane for a = 3.6 and c = 0.2. (b)Maximum Lyapunov exponents
corresponding to (a). (c) Bifurcation diagram in (d, y) plane for a = 3.6 and c = 0.2. (d)-(f) Phase portraits for
various values of d: (d) d = 1.0, (e) d = 1.9, and (f ) d = 3.7.
cations for d ∈ (., .) and d ∈ (., .) in (a), respectively. The diagrams show that
there is a stable ﬁxed point for d ∈ (., .) and the ﬁxed point loses its stability as d
increases. Neimark-Sacker bifurcation occurs at d ∼ ., and invariant circle appears
as d increases, and the invariant circle suddenly becomes to period- orbits at d ∼ ..
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 4 Bifurcation diagrams, maximum Lyapunov exponent, and fractal dimensions for system (3).
(a) Bifurcation diagram in (d, x) plane for a = 4.1 and c = 0.2. (b)Maximum Lyapunov exponents
corresponding to (a). (c) Fractal dimensions corresponding to (a). Local ampliﬁcation corresponding to (a) for
(d) d ∈ (3.08, 3.24) and (e) d ∈ (3.2, 3.25).
Then, as d grows, chaos appears at d ∼ ., the chaotic behavior disappears suddenly and
transforms to period- orbits at d ∼ .. Particularly, the chaotic behavior disappears
suddenly and becomes to period- orbits at d ∼ .. The phase portraits for various
values of d are shown in Figures (a)-(i). From Figure  we observe that there are period-
and - orbits, nine-coexisting chaotic attractors, and attracting chaotic sets.
The maximum Lyapunov exponents and fractal dimension corresponding to (a) are
given in Figures (b) and (c), respectively. The maximum Lyapunov exponents are nega-
tive for the parameter d ∈ (., .), whereas the ﬁxed point is stable. For d ∈ (., .),
the maximum Lyapunov exponents are in the neighborhood of zero, which corresponds
to quasi-period solutions or coexistence of chaos and quasi-period solutions. For d ∈
(., .), the maximum Lyapunov exponents are positive with a few negative, which
shows that a period window occurs in the chaotic region.
Case (iv). The bifurcation diagram of system () in (a,x) plane for d = . and c = .
with initial value (., .) is shown in Figure (a). Figures (d) and (e) are the local am-
pliﬁcations for a ∈ (., .) and a ∈ (., .) in (a). The maximum Lyapunov exponents
and fractal dimension corresponding to (a) are plotted in Figures (b) and (c), respec-
tively. From Figure (b) we see that some Lyapunov exponents are greater than , some
are smaller than ,and thus there exist stable ﬁxed points or period windows in the chaotic
region. The diagrams show that there is a stable ﬁxed point for a ∈ (., .), and the
ﬁxed point loses its stability as a increases. Neimark-Sacker bifurcation occurs at a∼ .,
and invariant circle appears as a increases, and the invariant circle suddenly becomes to
period- orbits at a∼ . and period- orbits at a∼ .. Furthermore, as a grows, we
can observe the period-, -, -, -, -, and - windows within the chaotic regions
and boundary crisis at a = .. The phase portraits for various values of a are shown in
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(a) d = . (b) d = . (c) d = .
(d) d = . (e) d = . (f ) d = .
(g) d = . (h) d = . (i) d = .
Figure 5 Phase portraits for various values of d corresponding to Figure 4(a).
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 6 Bifurcation diagrams, maximum Lyapunov exponent, and fractal dimensions for system (3).
(a) Bifurcation diagram in (a, x) plane for d = 3.5 and c = 0.2. (b)Maximum Lyapunov exponents
corresponding to (a). (c) Fractal dimensions corresponding to (a). (d)-(e) Local ampliﬁcation corresponding to
(a) for a ∈ (3.4, 3.72) and a ∈ (3.5, 3.7).
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(a) a = . (b) a = . (c) a = .
(d) a = . (e) a = . (f ) a = .
(g) a = . (h) a = . (i) a = .
Figure 7 Phase portraits for various values of a corresponding to Figure 6(a).
Figure , which clearly depicts how a smooth invariant circle bifurcates from the stable
ﬁxed point and an invariant circle to chaotic attractors.
5 Chaos control
In this section, we apply the state feedback control method [–] to stabilize chaotic
orbits at an unstable ﬁxed point of system ().
Consider the following controlled form of system ():
{
xn+ = axn( – xn) – xnyn + un,
yn+ = –cyn + dxnyn,
()










where k and k are the feedback gains, and (x∗, y∗) is the positive ﬁxed point of system ().
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–k + a – ax∗ – y∗ –k – x∗
dy∗ –c + dx∗
)
,










Assume that the eigenvalues are λ and λ. Then












k + dy∗k. ()
The lines ofmarginal stability are determined by the equations λ =± and λλ = . These
conditions guarantee that the eigenvalues λ and λ have moduli equal to .
Assume that λλ = . Then from () we have
l: dk + d(a + ac + d – ad)k = –( + c)
(
a( + c – d) + d
)
.
Assume that λ = . Then from () and () we get
l: k = –
 + c
d .
Assume that λ = –. Then from () and () we obtain
l: dk + d(a + ac + d – ad)k = ( – c)d – a( + c)( + c – d).
The stable eigenvalues lie within a triangular region by lines l, l, and l (see Figure (a)).
Some numerical simulations have been performed to see how the state feedbackmethod
controls the unstable ﬁxed point. The parameter values are ﬁxed as a = ., d = .,
c = .. The initial value is (., .), and the feedback gains are k = . and k =
–.. Figures (b) and (c) show that a chaotic trajectory is stabilized at the ﬁxed point
(., .).
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated the complex dynamic behaviors of the predator-prey
system (). By using the center manifold theorem and the bifurcation theory we proved
that the discrete-time system () can undergo a ﬂip bifurcation and a Neimark-Sacker
bifurcation. Moreover, system () displays much more interesting dynamical behaviors,
which include orbits of period-, -, -, -, -, -, -, -, and -, invariant cycles,
quasi-periodic orbits, and chaotic sets. They all imply that the predator and prey can co-
exist at period-n oscillatory balance behaviors or a oscillatory balance behavior, but the
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 8 The region for the stable eigenvalues and the time responses for the states of the controlled
system (17). (a) The bounded region for the eigenvalues of the controlled system (17) in the (k1, k2) plane for
a = 3.4, d = 3.8, and c = 0.02. (b) The time responses for the state x of the controlled system (17) in the (n, x)
plane for a = 3.4, d = 3.8, c = 0.2, k1 = 0.5, k2 = –0.04. The initial value is (0.3, 1.25). (c) The time responses for
the state y of the controlled system (17) in the (n, y) plane.
predator-prey system is unstable if a chaotic behavior occurs. In particular, we observe
that when the prey is chaotic, the predator will ultimately tend to extinct or tend to a sta-
ble ﬁxed point. In comparisonwith system () for c =  in [], system () exhibits diﬀerent
dynamical behaviors in the stability properties and the bifurcation structures. These re-
sults show far richer dynamics of the discrete-time model. Finally, we have stabilized the
chaotic orbits at an unstable ﬁxed point using the feedback control method.
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